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LUXXU returns to the world’s most renowned interior design trade show, more luxurious than ever!
From 20 to 24 of January, Paris will be invaded by a big assortment of pleasing brands inspired by
any and every interior design, as well as professionals from all over the world.
In the city of lights, Maison et Objet will be the perfect place to present the best of the new collections due to its contemporary creativity and modern design.
When the creation has no limits and the inspiration has no borders, these lighting item highly decorahttp://www.luxxu.net/products/draycott-pendant.php
tive convey a unique art and craft heritage, where
the classics acquire new concepts. Inspired by
magnanimous buildings, the selection of the gold colour in these new collections enhances the luxurious details present in the poetic design of each piece of art. A true combination between innovation
and tradition and the rare handwork techniques of the craftsman.
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BABEL | CHANDELIER
HTTP://WWW.LUXXU.NET/PRODUCTS/BABEL-CHANDELIER.PHP
Although the inspiration of this chandelier is still a
myth, the elegance present in every crystal is real. We
brought the fantasy of detail to reality through these
magnificent and lush crystals.

HTTP://WWW.LUXXU.NET/PRODUCTS/LIBERTY-CHANDELIER.PHP

HTTP://WWW.LUXXU.NET/PRODUCTS/MCQUEEN-PENDANT.PHP
MCQUEEN | PENDANT

Inspired by one of the most irreverent designers of all
time, Alexander McQueen, known for his dramatic
designs and fashion shows, this masterpiece is as
powerful as his exhibitions. Showing in all its details a
contemporary romantic nature. Made with gold
plated hammered brass, handmade butterflies and
majestic flowers ending with the touch of beautiful
Swarovski crystals. Bold and feminine, this creation is
a real lumen sculpture.
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HTTP://WWW.LUXXU.NET/PRODUCTS/MAJESTIC-WALL-LIGHT-MIRROR.PHP
MAJESTIC
| MIRROR

The glow takes the form of a golden plated brass circle
and each of your ribbed crystal glass cylinders evokes
a petrifying effect in any setting. This emancipation of
lighting reflects fascinating design of the craftsman to
become a mirror of desire. So is the Majestic.

HTTP://WWW.LUXXU.NET/PRODUCTS/WATERFALL-TORCH-WALL.PHP
WATERFALL TORCH | WALL
Combined with the best of contemporary and modern
design, made with the best brass, crystal glass and
the ability of the craftsman, it’s perfectly fitting on your
hospitality project.
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http://www.luxxu.net/products/
THE LIBERTY COLLECTION
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As the monument in which is inspired, the Liberty chandelier intends to welcome all those arriving
by involving them with a sense of comfort and grandeur. The geometric lines of its shapes contrast
with the freedom of the composition which, when lit, acquires the natural vivacity of flames like a
torch held way up high!
Since the lady wants to enlighten the world, Luxxu intends with this elegant design to enlighten all
your projects.
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http://www.luxxu.net/products/
THE TYCHO COLLECTION
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The Tycho combines unique artistry and magnificence with the power of the reflection. Centrally
gathered and held by a ring of gold plated brass, the luminous evocation of its design, is reflected in
its ribbed crystal glass cylinders and its building of inspiration, the most unusual planetarium in the
world.
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THE
DRAYCOTT COLLECTION
http://www.luxxu.net/products/
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Draycott Tower is one of Singapore’s most exclusive and prestigious condominium. All units enjoy
a panoramic view of greenery and city view in a circular high rise tower. This collection is full of
modernity capable of transforming every space in a stunning scenario.
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ABOUT US
LUXXU is a new lighting experience! A harmonious synthesis between innovation and
tradition, the rare handwork techniques of the craftsman and contemporary creativity.
A clear exponent of luxury gathering the classic and modern design expressed in our
high-quality material, such as gold plated brass, handmade crystal glass and
Swarovski crystals.
A brand that provides a collection capable of making your projects come true.
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